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a very brief overview of density surface modelling

Spatial density surface estimation from
distance sampling surveys

David L. Miller, Len Thomas, Laura Marshall

Centre for Research into Ecological and Environmental Modelling
University of St Andrews

Density surface modelling

In Distance we follow the approach of Hedley and Buckland (2004). Having fit a detection function, we aggregate the effective strip widths (CDS) or
estimated abundances to segments (MCDS). We then fit a spatially referenced model to the segment data. Models include:

E(nj) = exp

�
loge (2µ̂lj) +

�

k

fk (zjk)

�
(CDS models) or E(N̂j) = exp

�
loge (2wlj) +

�

k

fk (zjk)

�
(MCDS models)

where nj is count per segment, µ̂ is the effective strip width, lj is the length of the segment, N̂j is the (Horvitz-Thompson) estimated abundance in the
segment and w is the truncation distance. j = 1, . . . , J index the segments. The fks are smooths of environmental covariates zjk.

Recent developments

Complex region smoothers

� Often the study region has an odd shape.
� This can lead to incorrect inference.
� Recent advances in spatial modelling allow us to work around this.
� We opt for the soap film smoother approach of Wood et al. (2008).

Variance propagation

� Uncertainty in detection function estimation and the spatial model must be
combined.

� Usually achieved using the delta method ⇒ independence between
detection process and the spatial process

� Clearly this is not the case!
� Williams et al. (2011) propose a method of variance propagation:
� Fit a spatial model with

E(nj) = exp

�
loge (2µ̂lj) +

�
∂ loge

�Pa(θ; zj)

∂θ

�

θ=θ̂

� γ +
�

k

fk (zjk)

�

where γ = θ − θ̂ (θ̂ is the MLE of θ).
� Derivative term can then be thought of as a random effect with parameter
γ ∼ MVN(0,−H−1

θ̂
).

� Resulting variance from the GAM includes detection function variability.
� Only works with detection functions with no covariates (CDS).

Markov modulated Poisson process – Skaug (2006)

� Often observe clustering
� 2-state (high/low) process
� Biologically motivated
� Can include GLM/GAM
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New R package: dsm

� Individual (MCDS) as well as environmental covariates
� Binned and continuous & group and individual data
� Faster bootstrap
� New bootstrap method incorporating detection function uncertainty
� Soap film smoothing for complex regions (see left)
� Variance propagation (see left)
� CV plotting
� Tutorial available at http://github.com/dill/dsm/wiki/Examples
� Talks to mrds and the new package Distance

� In Distance 7.0, on CRAN soon!

Other approaches

� DSpat - Johnson et al. (2010)
� Directly model the point process
� Setection function as thinning of

the process
� (Spatial) mixture of detection

functions
� Over-dispersion handled by

post-hoc correction
� unmarked

� Not full spatial modelling but can
use transect-level spatial covariates

� Hierarchical approach
� Binned data only

� Bayesian point processes via
(RJ)MCMC - Niemi and Fernández
(2010)
� Intensity function – product of a

parametric function of the
covariates

� Mixture of Gaussian kernels as a
spatial smooth (priors on knots
select smoothing)

� Single precision parameter ⇒
cannot accommodate both small-
and large-scale variation

� “Known” detection function as a
thinning of the process

Coming soon!
A review paper incorporating all this information and more: Spatial models
for distance sampling data: recent developments and future directions. David
L. Miller, Louise Burt, Eric Rexstad and Len Thomas.
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dsm version 2

models look like:

dsm(N ~ s(x,y), ddf.obj,

segment.data, observation.data,

family=quasipoisson(), ...)

the ... is where the magic happens

mgcv-like syntax



dsm features

I once you’ve fitted the model you can treat it like a gam

I gam.check, predict, summary all do sensible things

I also: documentation and examples (on CRAN)
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uncertainty estimation

I want uncertainty in abundance (integral of the smooth)

I two sources of uncertainty:

I GAM
I detection function

I standard approach:

I moving block bootstrap for GAM
I likelihood-based intervals for detection function
I combine with CV2(N̂) = CV2(p̂) + CV2(N̂GAM)
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GAM confidence intervals

I let’s stop using moving block bootstraps!

I using a bit of GAM theory we can find analytical results

I not more assumptions but different ones
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where nj is count per segment, µ̂ is the effective strip width, lj is the length of the segment, N̂j is the (Horvitz-Thompson) estimated abundance in the
segment and w is the truncation distance. j = 1, . . . , J index the segments. The fks are smooths of environmental covariates zjk.

Recent developments

Complex region smoothers

� Often the study region has an odd shape.
� This can lead to incorrect inference.
� Recent advances in spatial modelling allow us to work around this.
� We opt for the soap film smoother approach of Wood et al. (2008).

Variance propagation

� Uncertainty in detection function estimation and the spatial model must be
combined.

� Usually achieved using the delta method ⇒ independence between
detection process and the spatial process

� Clearly this is not the case!
� Williams et al. (2011) propose a method of variance propagation:
� Fit a spatial model with

E(nj) = exp

�
loge (2µ̂lj) +

�
∂ loge

�Pa(θ; zj)

∂θ

�

θ=θ̂

� γ +
�

k

fk (zjk)

�

where γ = θ − θ̂ (θ̂ is the MLE of θ).
� Derivative term can then be thought of as a random effect with parameter
γ ∼ MVN(0,−H−1

θ̂
).

� Resulting variance from the GAM includes detection function variability.
� Only works with detection functions with no covariates (CDS).

Markov modulated Poisson process – Skaug (2006)

� Often observe clustering
� 2-state (high/low) process
� Biologically motivated
� Can include GLM/GAM
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New R package: dsm

� Individual (MCDS) as well as environmental covariates
� Binned and continuous & group and individual data
� Faster bootstrap
� New bootstrap method incorporating detection function uncertainty
� Soap film smoothing for complex regions (see left)
� Variance propagation (see left)
� CV plotting
� Tutorial available at http://github.com/dill/dsm/wiki/Examples
� Talks to mrds and the new package Distance

� In Distance 7.0, on CRAN soon!

Other approaches

� DSpat - Johnson et al. (2010)
� Directly model the point process
� Setection function as thinning of

the process
� (Spatial) mixture of detection

functions
� Over-dispersion handled by

post-hoc correction
� unmarked

� Not full spatial modelling but can
use transect-level spatial covariates

� Hierarchical approach
� Binned data only

� Bayesian point processes via
(RJ)MCMC - Niemi and Fernández
(2010)
� Intensity function – product of a

parametric function of the
covariates

� Mixture of Gaussian kernels as a
spatial smooth (priors on knots
select smoothing)

� Single precision parameter ⇒
cannot accommodate both small-
and large-scale variation

� “Known” detection function as a
thinning of the process

Coming soon!
A review paper incorporating all this information and more: Spatial models
for distance sampling data: recent developments and future directions. David
L. Miller, Louise Burt, Eric Rexstad and Len Thomas.
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GAM confidence intervals

I let’s stop using moving block bootstraps!

I using a bit of GAM theory we can find analytical results

I not more assumptions but different ones

Spatial density surface estimation from
distance sampling surveys

David L. Miller, Len Thomas, Laura Marshall

Centre for Research into Ecological and Environmental Modelling
University of St Andrews

Density surface modelling

In Distance we follow the approach of Hedley and Buckland (2004). Having fit a detection function, we aggregate the effective strip widths (CDS) or
estimated abundances to segments (MCDS). We then fit a spatially referenced model to the segment data. Models include:
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fk (zjk)
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(CDS models) or E(N̂j) = exp
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loge (2wlj) +
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fk (zjk)

�
(MCDS models)

where nj is count per segment, µ̂ is the effective strip width, lj is the length of the segment, N̂j is the (Horvitz-Thompson) estimated abundance in the
segment and w is the truncation distance. j = 1, . . . , J index the segments. The fks are smooths of environmental covariates zjk.
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� Often the study region has an odd shape.
� This can lead to incorrect inference.
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New R package: dsm

� Individual (MCDS) as well as environmental covariates
� Binned and continuous & group and individual data
� Faster bootstrap
� New bootstrap method incorporating detection function uncertainty
� Soap film smoothing for complex regions (see left)
� Variance propagation (see left)
� CV plotting
� Tutorial available at http://github.com/dill/dsm/wiki/Examples
� Talks to mrds and the new package Distance

� In Distance 7.0, on CRAN soon!

Other approaches

� DSpat - Johnson et al. (2010)
� Directly model the point process
� Setection function as thinning of

the process
� (Spatial) mixture of detection

functions
� Over-dispersion handled by

post-hoc correction
� unmarked

� Not full spatial modelling but can
use transect-level spatial covariates

� Hierarchical approach
� Binned data only

� Bayesian point processes via
(RJ)MCMC - Niemi and Fernández
(2010)
� Intensity function – product of a

parametric function of the
covariates

� Mixture of Gaussian kernels as a
spatial smooth (priors on knots
select smoothing)

� Single precision parameter ⇒
cannot accommodate both small-
and large-scale variation

� “Known” detection function as a
thinning of the process

Coming soon!
A review paper incorporating all this information and more: Spatial models
for distance sampling data: recent developments and future directions. David
L. Miller, Louise Burt, Eric Rexstad and Len Thomas.
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segment and w is the truncation distance. j = 1, . . . , J index the segments. The fks are smooths of environmental covariates zjk.

Recent developments

Complex region smoothers

� Often the study region has an odd shape.
� This can lead to incorrect inference.
� Recent advances in spatial modelling allow us to work around this.
� We opt for the soap film smoother approach of Wood et al. (2008).

Variance propagation

� Uncertainty in detection function estimation and the spatial model must be
combined.

� Usually achieved using the delta method ⇒ independence between
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� Clearly this is not the case!
� Williams et al. (2011) propose a method of variance propagation:
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� Derivative term can then be thought of as a random effect with parameter
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).

� Resulting variance from the GAM includes detection function variability.
� Only works with detection functions with no covariates (CDS).

Markov modulated Poisson process – Skaug (2006)

� Often observe clustering
� 2-state (high/low) process
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� Can include GLM/GAM
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New R package: dsm

� Individual (MCDS) as well as environmental covariates
� Binned and continuous & group and individual data
� Faster bootstrap
� New bootstrap method incorporating detection function uncertainty
� Soap film smoothing for complex regions (see left)
� Variance propagation (see left)
� CV plotting
� Tutorial available at http://github.com/dill/dsm/wiki/Examples
� Talks to mrds and the new package Distance

� In Distance 7.0, on CRAN soon!

Other approaches

� DSpat - Johnson et al. (2010)
� Directly model the point process
� Setection function as thinning of

the process
� (Spatial) mixture of detection

functions
� Over-dispersion handled by

post-hoc correction
� unmarked

� Not full spatial modelling but can
use transect-level spatial covariates

� Hierarchical approach
� Binned data only

� Bayesian point processes via
(RJ)MCMC - Niemi and Fernández
(2010)
� Intensity function – product of a

parametric function of the
covariates

� Mixture of Gaussian kernels as a
spatial smooth (priors on knots
select smoothing)

� Single precision parameter ⇒
cannot accommodate both small-
and large-scale variation

� “Known” detection function as a
thinning of the process

Coming soon!
A review paper incorporating all this information and more: Spatial models
for distance sampling data: recent developments and future directions. David
L. Miller, Louise Burt, Eric Rexstad and Len Thomas.
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lpmatrix

I finding the variance is easy w. identity link.

I use the “lpmatrix”, Xp s.t. η̂p = Xpβ̂

I maps the model parameters to the linear predictor

I so: Vη̂p = XpVβ̂X
T
p

I non-linear links more complicated. . .
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solution by simulation

I β ∼ N(β̂,Vβ̂)

I could use the following algorithm:

1. For b = 1, . . . ,Nb do the following:

a. Simulate from β ∼ N(β̂,Vβ̂), to obtain βb.
b. Calculate η̂b = exp(Xpβb) (e.g. if we are using the log-link)
c. Sum over the survey area

2. Calculate the appropriate summary statistics, e.g. median, 95%
quantiles etc over b.

I MVB, suggests that this is unneccessary: “once you’ve got a
CV so big that the delta-method doesn’t work, then your
estimate is officially Crap and there is not much point in
expending extra effort to work out exactly how Crap!”
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analytic approximate solution

beef up the variance based (roughly) on the uncertainty in the
linear predictor:

(
∂2 loge η

∂η2

∣∣∣
η=η̂

~ Xp

)
Vβ

(
∂2 loge η

∂η2

∣∣∣
η=η̂

~ Xp

)T

where ∂2 loge η
∂η2

|η=η̂ is the vector of second derivatives evaluated at
the values of the linear predictor

and ~ denotes R-style matrix-vector multiplication



step back

I this is nothing new

I just an easier way of getting uncertainty estimates for GAMs

I all in Simon Wood’s 2006 book

I we can now combine uncertainty between GAM and d.f. as
usual: CV2(N̂) = CV2(p̂) + CV2(N̂GAM)

I in dsm as dsm.var.gam
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variance propagation

Trick from MVB to get detection function uncertainty into the
GAM

Our model is of the form:

log(E[Nj ]) = log(2ljwp̂(θ)) +
∑

k

fk(zk)

add in a derivative of p̂(θ):

log(E[Nj ]) = log(2ljwp̂(θ)) +
d log(p̂(θ))

dθ

∣∣∣
θ=θ̂

.γ +
∑

k

fk(zk)

should have no effect on E[Nj ]



variance propagation (2)

I Detection function uncertainty now included

I in dsm as dsm.var.prop

I only works when there are no covariates in d.f.
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summary – uncertainty estimation

I Wood (2006) and Augustin et al. (2009) for more on
uncertainty in GAMs

I faster than MBB, in (limited) simulations marginally “better”

I See Williams et al. (2010) for the detection function
uncertainty trick (there is an error in the paper!)
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select

option select=TRUE

extra shrinkage allows smooths to be removed from the model

effective degrees of freedom can be shrunk to zero

Approximate significance of smooth terms:

edf Ref.df F p-value

s(roughness) 1.401e+00 6 0.661 0.0531 .

s(gchl_winter) 5.999e-07 6 0.000 0.2947

s(depthm) 8.322e-01 6 3.651 4.83e-08 ***

s(x) 5.399e+00 6 15.571 < 2e-16 ***

s(y) 3.909e+00 6 13.928 < 2e-16 ***

here gchl winter has been “removed” from the model

more info in ?gam



Tweedie

I sum of M gamma variables where M is Poisson distributed

I one parameter 1 < p ≤ 2

I only sensitive to changes >0.1, so line search feasible in most
cases

I use GCV/REML score to determine “correct” p

I ?Tweedie or Candy (2004)
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